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Combel Editorial, 2015. soft. Condition: New. Hello! I?m Agus Pianola. By now you probably know
that I live in a room full of monsters, right? A jinx cast by Dr Brot expelled them from the Book of
Monsters and they had nowhere else to go. But worst of all, Dr Brot and his assistant Nap have also
arrived and won?t stop causing problems. Now they have proposed building a supermall that will
wipe the park in our city, Galerna, right off the map. Fortunately, Pintaca with her brushes and
Octosol with his guitar will make sure that Dr Brot fails. Adventures and tangles galore! *** Nota: EL
COSTE DE ENVÍO A CANARIAS ES 11.49 EUROS. Si ha realizado un pedido con destino a CANARIAS
no podemos hacer el envío con el coste actual. Nos pondremos en contacto con usted para
comunicar el coste total del envío a Canarias y si está de acuerdo, Abebooks le efectuará el cargo
adicional.
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This publication is indeed gripping and interesting. It is rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am just happy to inform you that this is the very best
publication i actually have go through during my individual existence and could be he finest pdf for ever.
-- Miss Lela  V onRueden-- Miss Lela  V onRueden

This ebook may be worth purchasing. it absolutely was writtern quite flawlessly and beneficial. I discovered this ebook from my dad and i suggested this
pdf to discover.
-- Ma xim ilia n Wilkinson DDS-- Ma xim ilia n Wilkinson DDS
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